From the Boundary Rope
202nd EDITION

Day 1 - First Div ‘A’ - MCC 1st Team vs Kuilsriver CC played at Sarepta Park
MILLIES LOWER ORDER WIN DAY!

Millies lower order restored order in the day and won the 4 bonus points, brilliantly led by
Ryan Milne with a superb undefeated 45 off 49 balls, but unfortunately cricket on the day was
the loser due to a few player’s disorderly conduct from both teams, provoked by some very
poor management of player behavior and decisions from the officials.
KRCC (KR) won the toss and elected to take first usage of a pitch that would deteriorate to a
dust bowl later in the day. Milne is joined by Cloete for first usage of the Indwe Cherry.
KR’s first run off the bat came in the 8th over with the score on 3/0. Waller replaces Milne,
introducing spin very early and with his 5th ball has October caught Crowley at first slip, KR
5/1.

Copeland next up from the North end, KR not enjoying the sideways movement of the ball,
preferring the ball coming straight on, so good deployment by Skipper Waller. The two in
tandem keep the pressure on until the first ball of the 15th Barnes catches Jacobs off Waller.
KR 9/2 after 14.1.
18.5 overs, Waller bags his third with Jantjies adjudged LBW, 17/3.
New bat Claasen 4 balls later survives a sitter from debutant Kyle Peters at square leg, hard
hands and nerves, hard luck son………. It happens! But, you don’t keep a man like Copie
down and in his next over Roach holds onto one at short leg, 26/4 after 21.5.
Copeland bounces back in the 26th over with two wickets, first caught Barnes and second with
his 4th ball to leave KR on 43/6. This is probably when cricket lost focus and the batting
became a slog and as the chirps got bigger, not necessarily better, the slogs got more
frustrating. KR did not enjoy the chirps, but enjoyed frustrating Millies and pushing the
scoreboard on until Cloete really terrified the batter and eventually he was moving back to leg
and caught by Barnes, some awesome bowling. One cannot understand in cricket why
players do not leave it to the bat and ball to chirp!!!!!
KR 71/7, so what transpired in the next 12 overs before Waller had reintroduced himself and
in his 3rd over got 2 in one over, but Millies had allowed KR to get to 104/9 and still allowed
them a further 31 runs for the last man standing before Copie in the 52nd had Peters catching
a great Cow corner catch. KR 135/10, 60 too many for the critics!
13:49 Van Harte and Barnes take the walk to start the innings, RvH returns 4 balls later being
bowled by a superb delivery beating him all ends up! 3.4 overs Snyman finds his furniture
dissembled and not an easy debut for entering youngster, Kyle Peters, but who better for an
up and coming youngster to bat with the seasoned Barnes.
And bat they did, the 50-partnership coming up in the 20th over. KP2 (Kieron Paterson has the
brand name KP) unfortunately getting an introduction to what we call the 3 – 1 (explanations
offered off publication) in getting LBW off the bat for a stabilizing innings of 24 from 60
deliveries. Millies 65/3, Barnes holding the innings on 31 not.
4th 5th and sixth wickets falling in the next 8 overs, Cloete joins Milne with Millies on 85/6 still
50 off first innings win……….
Chirps of #logleadersmustfall naturally were evident especially with what we in all sectors
have read about over the last year and from a KR point of view, the idea of dethroning the log
leaders would be a wonderful achievement especially as KR are at the basement end of the
log! But the Stag does not fall easily, especially when wounded!
Milne leading from the front seeing Cloete go for 2, injured Waller stood tall with Milne and
took the score to level the first innings on 135/8, partnership of 33.

Copeland loving the batting arena posted 29 with Milne before being adjudged LBW, Millies
164/9 and Milne hanging in there on a well-played 42*. Roach enters, can he see Milne to his
50, this is becoming a task on Roachies list -to-do at the 11th batting position.
Unfortunately, he was pinned LBW or caught or stumped, scorers still awaiting
clarification…...!
Hats off to RM, took us through to a lead of 34, which could and should have been 100!
Minimum 13 overs left in the day and now that the Officials had restored discipline and cricket
could prevail, Millies wanted to bag a few small bags and in the end 3 were bagged with KR
16/3.
One praises KR for their hard-fought day, with both teams guilty of derailment and forgetting
the spirit of cricket, let’s hope that ALL 24 arrive next week to start the Spirit of the Festive
Season and conclude the first round of the 2 day league in a great cricketing spirit.
REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(A challenging day that saw the Pratley glue not doing the job in securing stability on
the day! We look forward to closing the Two-day competition without any further
issues and in a festive manner, bring the Xmas hats!)
Day 1 Res ‘A’– MCC 2nd Team vs UWC played at MCC ‘B’
MILLIES ON TOP OF UWC

Playing against UWC we all knew it was going to be a tough game as they are a good side
and are sitting top of the log. Knowing they have got 4 spinners in their side I decided to
choose to play on the B track to try and nullify their spin attack. We were met with an absolute
green mamba of a deck and I knew the toss was going to be important. However, I lost the
toss and we were put into bat.
Surprisingly the ball didn’t seem to be doing too much off the deck in the opening spell but it
was not easy to score. Kassie and Swartzy were doing well until Kas fell for a 13. Rikus came
to the crease and also found it difficult to score. The spinners were now on and it was even
more difficult to score. Swartzy was looking good and taking advantage of the bad balls until
he went out for a well-played 23. Keep going Swartzy you will break that 20 shackle soon pal.
Rikus was looking good despite not being able to find the boundary, which is not like the Rikus
we know. Bearing in mind the outfield of the B field is slower than a sprinting snail. Rikus
eventually got bowled for a hard grafted 27. Bev was making it look easy out there scoring
freely and showing his class. Zarin came to the crease to join Bev but didn’t last long getting
trapped LBW for just 6. In walked the batting all-rounder of Latham (bestjawlineever) Cupido.
The two batted really well together and Latham was testing those tight hammies of Bevs with
a lot of well-run rus. Latham then fell for 22 in a stand of 62 with Bev. The partnership

couldn’t have come at a better time in the game for us. In stepped the youngster Matt (Shane
Watson) Valentine. Unfortunately, the Wato didn’t trouble the scorers getting trapped LBW for
zero. Bev then got bowled for a great knock of 56. Another half century for the pinnacle.
Well batted Bev. Between myself, Dev, Connors and Kaiser we added another 20 runs taking
our total to a respectable 187. That 187 was worth at least 220 on that deck and outfield, well
batted gents.
I decided to change it up a little this week with the opening bowling pair as we haven’t been
taking advantage of the new ball upfront in previous games. I went with Dev from the one
side and myself from the other. It proved to be a good decision as I struck in my first over and
UWC were 6 for 1. 2 over’s later Dev struck and then he struck again. UWC were now 18 for
3 after 10 overs’. Great opening spell from Dev. He ended bowling 7o 3m 2w 11r. He
bowled with good pace and was hitting top areas. Well bowled Dev. Kaiser came on from my
side and in his second over unfortunately twisted his ankle on takeoff and had to surrender his
over to the athlete Z. With 1 over to go before tea Wato the youngster came on to start his
spell and what a spell it was. The big wicket came the ball before tea, with Wato setting up
the batsman beautifully throughout the over with 5 away swingers and then the absolute jaffer
that came back through the gate hitting the top of middle. UWC now 53 for 4 at tea. After tea
Wato and Z carried on from where they left off bowling some really quality over’s. Wato
striking in his first over after tea as well. The two bowled well together picking up the rest of
the wickets. A special well done must go out to the youngster for bowling a great spell of fast
and aggressive bowling. Supported well from the other side from Z. Matt ended up with
figures of 14o 5m 5w 22r and Z 8o 4m 2w 20r. Well bowled gents. UWC all out for a measly
91 runs in just 43 overs’. That gave us the first innings 4 points once again. That’s 4 out of 4
lads, well done.
We went in to bat again with 18 overs’ in the day still to be bowled. Unfortunately, we lost
Swartzy for just 1 run and decided to send in a night watchman in the form of Connors. At the
end of the days play we were on 33 for 1 and plus our 96-run lead we are effectively 129 for 1.
Good day at the office gents. Let’s go out there next week and finish the job off. Let’s not
take anything for granted as we all know cricket is a funny game. Train hard this week and
focus on the task ahead of us. Well done lads.
REPORT COMPILED BY: ANDY MILNE

(Skip, I pick up the enthusiasm in your report, this enthusiasm is providing fantastic
achievements on the park, you guys are doing so well, lets get a UWC win going into
Xmas! We all await…….)

Res ‘D’– MCC 3rd Team vs Glamorgan Cc played Away
DISCIPLINE, PATIENCE AND TEAM COMES FIRST

Welcome Keegan Warne, Jaime Valadao and Kieron Patterson into the squad. One thing that
has been constant in the 3rd team is that the squad changes almost every week. New players
(especially youngsters) are given an opportunity and to their credit they perform. Peter has a 5
out of 6 winning toss record. Glamorgan were asked to bat and the boys from the Millie's
donned the whites and went onto bowl first on a relatively small field.
Bowling
Pete and Keegan opened the bowling and bowled in good areas asking a few questions of
the batsmen. At the end of his second over young Keegan was on a hattrick. The team were
in high spirits especially when Peter dismissed the next batsman without scoring. Wickets
were falling at a rapid rate of knots with a runout in the 7th over. Glamorgan were now 22 for 4
in the 7th over. Their most unorthodox batsman lasted for a while (ably assisted by the
umpires) much to the frustration of the Millie's boys. Werner and Jaime replaced the openers
and bowled with good intent on a low flat wicket. Both the lads bowled their full complement of
10 overs and were rewarded with 2 wickets a piece, could have been 3 if the umpires knew
the LBW rule. Kieron and Peter chipped in with a wicket a piece at the end with Glamorgan
ending their innings on 105 in the 34th over.
Batting
Confidence and pressure go hand in hand. One team will feel the pressure while the other
enjoys the confidence. Glamorgan were under the pump because of an under par score(105)
while the Boys from the Millie's were quite confident in chasing down that score. How do we
reverse the confidence - pressure scenario, we lose wickets quickly (exactly what we did).
Wezlyn Cupido batted well and has done so of late barring one innings against Bonteheuwel.
He held his end for a while helping us over the initial hiccups. KP and Slimz helped the team
cross the line with KP playing some neat boundary clearing shots in the twenty second and
last over. His last five scoring shots were 6,1,4,6 & 6.
Notables:
Bowling
Peter Hilman (8overs 2 for 27)
Keegan Warne ( 5overs 2 for 17
Werner Schoonraad (10 overs 2 for 22)
Jaime Valadao (10 overs 2 for 39)
Batting
Kieron Patterson 34*
Big questions here.
Do cricketers play for the team or themselves? - (not the culture of the 3rds)
Do players want be ill disciplined and show lack of respect? - (not the culture of the 3rds)

Do players want to be negative and irritable? - (not the culture of the 3rds)
Important Tip here
The thirds are a fun bunch, show discipline and always positive.
We are 'builders - not breakers'
3rds culture won't change.
REPORT COMPILED BY: ANSELM MUDALI

Friendly Res ‘G’ MCC 4th Team vs WPCC played away
BATMAN CONQUERS GOTHAM

Due to the fact that Rondebosch have forfeited ALL their games so far in our league, WPCC
offered us a friendly game against some of their Res C players and U19 players to be hosted
at the Gary Kirsten Oval. We gladly accepted for 2 reasons, 1, We wanted to play and 2, it
would be a stronger opposition that we have been used to so great practice. We arrive just in
time to see some of the Province U10 guys finishing up their game. One youngster stood out
as he has some serious gas. Marginally taller than he stumps, he could still get a bouncer
above the batsmen’s head.
Well, the junior game finished up pretty soon and Nigel (opposition skip ) and Paps went out
to do the toss, They both wanted to bat first but true to form, Paps loses the toss and is
asked to bowl.
Since we haven’t been tested much this season, Paps thought it best to give some of the guys
who don’t really bowl or bat a chance today. Paps opened the bowling and batted jack but
bowled well upfront conceding 19 in his first 5 overs but took himself off to avoid a heart
attack. Newcomer Roann Heunis opened from the other side but struggled to find his good
length and was taken off after 4 overs. He did however find the edge of the opening bat but
the chance grassed behind by our stand in keeper.
Roann was taken off after his 1st and only 4 overs and replaced by another newcomer
Jerome Johnson who also struggled to find his line and length and was replaced after 2 overs
with Pappin who is fast becoming a banker in the team, Buckets replaced Paps and bowled 7
overs on the trot while Pappin bowled his 9 overs through. Between them they picked up 1
wicket for 68 in their 16 overs. Considering we went for 5.6 in the innings, they only went for
4.25 between them. Sass replaced Buckets and Rob replaced Pappin, Sass picked up a stick
thanks to badly judged catch by Gav but a great dive to snatch it off the grass, Rob struggled
again but made up for it later.
Paps came back on to finish his allotted 9 overs for 29 and we ended up finishing our 45
overs, only getting 4 sticks but restricting them to 267. This total may seem high but it was
below par for this deck.

At the changeover, Rob suggested that we stick to our normal batting lineup which Paps
disagreed with as this was not a game to win, it was a game for fun. Batting order saw JC
open with Lucas. Both guys started well, JC fell for 17 trying to guide one down, Wessels
joined Lucas and played some glorious strokes until laziness got the better of him and he was
bowled for 30. Gav joined rob and took the score from 92 to 182 before Gav was caught
behind. Rob all the while looking freakishly good. Rob went through a stage of scoring shots
with 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 6, 4, 4, 4 before Paps retired him in the 30th over as he
notched up his maiden MCC ton. Rob looked class. Driving through the covers off the front
foot and the back foot for boundaries.
Powelly smashed a few, Pappin came in at 6 and batted for his average to see the team
home but not before Sass bullied the bowlers, Sass only faced 3 balls but it went like this, Dot,
6, 6 and the game was done as we got home in the 37th over. 268/5
Notables for the game,
Rob Lucas 100* off probably about 75 balls.
Thank you to Rasheed Lewis and Neil Perich for arranging the game for us.
Well done on the win guys, this was against a team comfortably stronger than our league.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPPAYANNI

(Good maiden ton Rob, now you have the all-rounder boots to fill)
3 ‘A’ MCC 5th Team vs Peninsula CC played away
B.B.A = BURGER, BUTLER AND AMBROSE

What can be said about Saturday’s game. As a Captain, you always want your team to
perform as best they can and that is what my team did on Saturday. We aren’t the best
bowlers, batsmen or fielders but one thing we are doing perfectly is playing for each other and
trying our best.
We arrived at a very windy Peninsula Cricket Club. You know the wind is bad when I get
blown around like a Checkers packet. The lads were all in great spirit and we were looking for
our 3rd win on the trot.
Renick forced his way through the wind with the opposition skipper using him as a wind break
for the toss. We won the toss and elected to bowl first as this formula was working well for us.
We opened the bowling with two of our seasoned campaigners. One a bit spicier (ginger) than
the other. Martin Kellerman and Kean (the original Baywatch) Hayes.
Martin had a really great spell with some very dodgy umpiring decisions but hey welcome to
the 3 A. Martin ended with figures of 7 overs 1 maiden 0 wickets for 20 runs. He should have
had at least 3 wickets but such is the luck of the draw. Kean on the other hand was all over
the show. Beaming batsmen and just could not find his rhythm bowling into the gail force

wind. Kean ended with figures of 3 overs 0 maidens 0 for 17 runs. Pity you can’t make training
pal. Top class bowler but really out of form.
Lance (I’m actually a batsmen) Swart replaced Baywatch and took a wicket in his first over.
Caught behind in gully with Ambrose almost eating the ball it came so slowly towards him. His
next 2 overs were shocking though. Trying to much or the wind factor was affecting him as
well. He came back later to bowl at the death but I think he was rather wishing that he was
dead LOL. He ended on figures of 4 overs 1 wicket for 35 runs. Darren (I can’t keep my eyes
open) Butler took over from Martin’s side and bowled really well with the exception of one or
two loose deliveries. Michael Clarke had a motivational speech for him and from then on, he
bowled to his field which paid dividends. He bowled 7 overs 1 maiden 3 for 26. (Top bowling
from our new recruit, Gibo would be proud).
Renick (The steam train) Ambrose took over into the wind as he is accustomed too. Together
with Butler they kept things really tight and ended with figures of 7 overs 2 maidens 1 for 21
runs into the wind that everyone else was bitching about. Cookie (I don’t do steroids)
Magerman replaced Darren and Blayde (my shirt was too tight) Burger replaced Ambrose.
Cookie was so misluk you’d swear someone stole his wife beater. He bowled really well and
had a catch dropped off his bowling again. He did however get his man. Unfortunately for him
he got pumped in his last over but overall top bowling youngster. (You are a top bowler pal.
It’s a skill to be a death bowler and you’re really doing well at it. Just get your ass down to
training more often so we can work on some variations) 4 overs 1 for 24 runs. Blayde bowled
a shower of S#*t and got hit for two huge 6’s. 3 overs 0 for 24. So Peninsula ended on 176.
We would have to go at 5 an over. Tough in any format.
To our innings:
We opened with the young and full of running duo of Liam (my lower back is sore) Hayes and
Michael (tits for hands) Gillespie.
This partnership did not last long as Liam thought he should try and moer everything he could.
He fell for a very poor 2 runs. (A lot of talent just no patience, something we can work on bud.)
In next was the Freak himself Chris (Freaky jnr) Freeman. Freaky was coming back from an
ankle injury and it didn’t seem to affect him much. No with the quick wicket that fell Michael
Clarke and I decided to try something different and we used our ‘floater’ method. (You’ll find
out now now).
Freaky played as he always does, some really classy shots mixed with some village. Now on
the other side Mike lost his wicket for 7 and this is where our ‘Floater’ came in…….
Blayde (I can’t flex in this shirt) Burger!!!!!!!! We gave the young hard hitting batsmen a chance
to redeem himself after a dismal bowling performance. He was told to play himself in and just
wait for the bad ball. Boy did this pay off. Blayde showed some real class and dug in deep
with him and Freaky having competitions to see who could moer the biggest 6 of the day.
Freak’s cankle unfortunately did not hold up as it should of and he just started to let loose. He
fell for a well-played 32 runs off 39. (Great effort under the circumstances).

Next in was Chris (Michael Clarke) Silver. Now for those of you who read the report of last
week he guided us through to the end last week with Ambrose. This however was not to be
the case this week. He edged on to slip and was caught. (In his defense it was a blinder)
Next in was Renick (I vape with my asthma pump) Ambrose. After finding some sort of form
last week he was hoping to continue this with Blayde at the other end. To set the scene we
were 87/4 at the time with about 15 overs to go.
Burger and Ambrose worked it around and played proper cricket (which is not our style) we
took our singles (Ambrose needed to get a pump from Gillespie couldn’t breath after all the
running) on hand waited for the bad ball and really got the score board going. Everything that
was short or loose found its way to the boundary. The Floater reached his 50 and then put his
dancing shoes on fell for 51 off 54. (Top innings bud. Game changer for us). Next in was
Darren (lets moer anything in my arc) Butler. Darren carried on where Blayde left of and
punished anything short. Together with Ambrose they led the team to victory with 4 wickets.
Ambrose ended on 49* and Darren with 19* and ended up take the MOM award for his top
fielding, bowling and maturity to see the innings through.
Our TFC was Chris (Michael Clarke) Silver
Isn’t she lovely?
Captains Notes:
Great effort boys. I could not be happier than what I was on Saturday. I love the banter on the
group, on the field and the way we lift each other. We still have a long way to go but we are
starting to get some consistency now in the team and we are “gelling” well together. Keep up
the efforts and give your best and I promise you that you will get what is deserved.
Keep pushing boys.
P.S don’t forget to pay your subs
GO STAGS!!!!!!!
REPORT COMPILED BY: RENICK AMBROSE

(Great combination of youth and experience pays dividends)
3 ‘D’ MCC- B 6th Team vs Montrose CC played Sunday on MCC A
6TH SIDE FALLS SHORT AGAIN

So another Sunday game, this time against Montrose on the Milnerton A track. After Bruce
Gillespie rolled the pitch, captains went for the toss, Montrose win the toss and asks us to
have a bat.
Opening the batting was Eben Human and Dewald Myburgh. The bowling was good upfront
with their opening Left handed bowler getting the bowl swing both ways in the air and off the

pitch (He bowled suspiciously well for a 3C bowler). Eben once again showed authority at the
crease and managed to rotate the strike better than Dewald, but was trapped in front and
Sinclair Taylor gave him his marching orders.
Jason the Vries joined Dewald at the crease but the partnership did not last long as Dewald
was also trapped in front and Malcolm Hillebrand had no hesitation in lifting the finger. Billy
Peyper joined Jason until Jason decided to miss a full toss… Bowled for 2. Keegan Gillespie
in at 5. Keegan and Billy steadied the ship and was running well between the wickets. Billy
was unlucky when he was adjudged LBW, as he was a long way down the track and the ball
hit him rather high. Unlucky Billy you were looking good. Peter Heaney was in next and after
playing a couple of lusty blows he edged one and the keeper took a good catch.
Keegan was still working hard on the other end but needed someone to stay with him.
Malcolm Hillebrand walked to the middle and looked to be the man to stay with Keegan. The
two younger guys showed a lot of energy at the crease and turned 1’s into 2’s and not scared
to take on the field and they did not miss out on the bad deliveries. Keegan was next to go in
one of those rare unlucky moments, Malcolm plays a hard straight drive… Too straight and
the bowler gets a finger on it, straight onto the stumps. Unlucky Keegan.
Josh Karpas in with Malcolm and at this stage the score is 88 after 27 overs… Josh and
Malcolm pushed on and they also ran hard between the wickets to keep the scoreboard
ticking. Malcolm was the next to go out when he top edged on that the wicket keeper took
comfortably. Malcolm worked hard while he was at the crease and top scored with 20. Jono
Reynders in with Josh and was also eager to run… Until he was too eager and Josh sent him
back and Jono was run out. All fairness it was the last over so Jono was unselfish in trying to
push as much as he can, but it was a run too tight for Josh. Matt Greenslade was in next and
only got too face 2 deliveries. Josh batted well for his 17* and showed a lot of grit and
determination.
Millies 115/8 in 35… Montrose bowling must be commended as they bowled with accuracy
and pace and they did not give a lot of lose deliveries.
A quick change around and we back on the field, Sinclair and Malcolm to take the new nut.
Slinky started with a juicy full toss that was despatched to the boundary for 4 with relative
ease… But he came back well as the rest of the over was dots. Malcolm on from the other
end and decided to follow suit, except his was on the 2nd ball of the over, full toss 4! Slinky
struggled to find his line and length and was replaced by Jono in the 9th over.
After a change of ends Malcolm kept steaming in and kept to his areas. Jono struggled a bit
and was replaced by Matt Greenslade. Matt also struggled a bit and the batsmen went after
him. Josh replaced Malcolm after a fantastic spell and managed to bag a couple of wickets.
However it was a bit too late as they reached the target comfortably with 4 wickets to spare.
Notables:
Malcolm Hillebrand 7- 2 – 18 – 3
Malcolm Hillebrand 20
REPORT COMPILED BY: DEWALD MYBURGH

(Last Sunday game till next half, hopefully the Saturday run this week brings the
result.)
3 ‘D’ MCC- C 7th Team - BYE
3 ‘D’ MCC- C 8th Team vs played
SHORT AND SWEET

After a frantic week organising this fixture (a massive thank you to Gert Badenhorst and Byron
Boonzaaier for collecting the opposition) we eventually get underway on time on the “A”!
Byron wins the toss and elects to bat on a seemingly good looking wicket. Gert Badenhorst
and David Abromovich to open the batting, a good start sees us to 32 without loss after 8
overs. Davis loses his wicket soon afterward, bowled!
Russouw arrives and then leaves ………run out …………. duck! In the meantime, their fast
fast very fast bowler had come on 1st change and was causing a bit of dressing room panic!
The procession continued Badenhorst, Macdonald, Van Schalkwyk, Gillespie ( got an
absolute snorter straight at his pip at a hundred miles an hour , lucky to be alive ) until Craig
Cullum smashed a couple of fours to get us up to 90 all out.
Our bowling innings was littered with too many gift deliveries to mount a serious defence of
this modest total.
We lost by 6 wickets
Notable bowling by Byron 2 wickets and the Sherman 2 wickets too. Good catches by Jono
Macdonald and Justin Le Sar.
REPORT COMPILED BY: WRAY VAN SCHALKWYK

(Trust the game was longer than the report!)
LADIES PREMIER LEAGUE MCC LADIES vs Tygerberg CC played
THE ELUSIVE WIN

Sunday saw Milnerton Ladies take on Tygerberg in their second last game of the 50 over
season. Time for the toss to be taken and because of her good luck Tracy was sent off to go
make the call and winning the toss decided to bat first as Tygerberg only had 9 players.
Henriette and Lynette opened the batting. Henriette having made a great 65 from last week’s
game against Durbanville was eager to carry on from where she left off hitting a a four and
running two runs in the first over with Lynette playing some good defensive shots with
Milnerton on 9/0 after 3 overs. Ready to face the 3rd over Henriette (6) blocked the first and

did the same for the second ball but somehow found its way through and clipped the wickets.
Milnerton 9/1 after 4. Nita joined Lynette and both put on a small partnership before Lynette
(4) was caught behind and bringing Marietjie on. Both put on a 13run partnership before Nita
(5) was bowled and shortly after Marietjie after and another 2 quick wickets with Milnerton now
on 60/6 after 23 overs.
With Wendy and Claudette now at the crease both took time to settle in. Hitting a great shot
Claudette hit her first four of the season, but you would swear she had scored a fifty from the
celebration she showed. Both put on a steady partnership of 25 runs before Wendy was
bowled. 85/7. With Claudette, still at the crease and eager to keep making runs kept the runs
flowing but unfortunately the last three wickets fell with Claudette finishing on 22not out.
Milnerton 113 all out.
With still 45 min left before Lunch Milnerton had to take to the field and bowl a few over before
lunch. Nita and Claudette opened from either end. Nita who is having a brilliant season with
the ball started the innings with first over going for four runs. Claudette after batting a great
innings was looking eager to get off to a good start, but unfortunately the wide balls crept in
with 10 runs coming from that over but came back strong in her second and third over. By
lunch time Tygerberg were on 26/0 after 7overs.
After lunch the ladies took to the field. Nita carried on with her great bowling and finished off
on figures of 10 overs, 5 maidens and 19 runs. Tygerberg carried on steadily before
eventually Lynette got the break through with Marietjie taking a great catch behind the wickets
just after drinks break. Then in her second over she claimed another two wickets in two balls.
Could this be a hatrick coming up? You would swear you were at Wimbledon at how the
silence fell around the field. Lynette taking her run in bowled but was denied. Robyn who has
also been bowling great backed up from the other end. Tygerberg now 73/3. Robyn eventually
claimed a wicket from a great catch from Lynette and then the main wicket of the opener from
a great catch from Pippa. Tygerberg now on 97/6 needing just two wickets to claim our first
win. With Nita and Robyn having bowled their ten overs Claudette was brought back into the
attack and firing some good balls in and just missing those stumps. With just 12 runs to win,
fielders in our evil friend wides crept in from either end of the wicket and Tygerberg winning by
three wickets.
All in all, it was a great intense game with some really great fielding from all the ladies. They
fought till the last ball and the Gees on and off the field was just awesome. With one game left
against Bellville the ladies are eager for that one win for the season.
Also thank you Mike and Bruce for the support down on the boundary.
REPORT COMPILED BY: DARRYL MAZE

(Keep fighting! Although the win is proving elusive, the team spriti and level of cricket
is very impressive)
Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.

